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Digital technology in healthcare undeniably plays an 
important role in patients’ experience receiving care. 

Our paper highlighted such tools as a “digital white board” 
and “microblogs” as possible modalities for enhancing com-
munication between patients and their care team. Selvaku-
mar and colleagues also rightly discuss other bedside tools 
and the significance of effectively synchronizing inpatient 
portals with the electronic health record. Beyond this, the 
complexity of the inpatient environment coupled with oppor-
tunities to creatively use electronic health records provides a 
context ripe for application of such approaches as machine 
learning and natural language processing to improve patient 
care.

While such interventions have shown efficacy in the 
clinical context, much remains to be learned about how 
digital technologies can effectively gain and sustain trac-
tion. Organizational factors related to the hospital setting, 
as well as patient and clinician characteristics, can have a 
notable impact on the success of digital interventions aimed 
at enhancing inpatients’ experience of their care.1 Effectively 
promoting the use of digital tools is a necessity for success, 
but adoption is not a guarantee. For example, the culture 
of a department may reinforce certain routines and work-
flows which can be difficult to disrupt, thereby hindering 
adoption.2

Additionally, while patient-facing technologies provide 
compelling evidence for improving patients’ understanding 
of their care, patient satisfaction and engagement may not 
follow suit. Along with the implementation of tools intended 
to bolster patients’ experience, clinician competencies 
geared toward patient-centered care should also be simulta-
neously strengthened.3 However, at the same time, we must 
ensure that the technology does not add more burden to care 
team members, detracting from patient care. For example, 
the extra effort required to monitor digital communications 

from patients can take a toll on clinicians’ satisfaction, which 
is especially problematic in this era of burnout.4 Further still, 
we need tools that also meet patients where they are. Patients 
who experience great stress during their hospitalization may 
need more direct attention from their clinician, rather than 
time spent interfacing with a digital tool.5 Sometimes, the 
only solution is for the patient to speak with and get comfort 
from someone on their care team.

When considering the whole, the implementation of digi-
tal technology is truly a balancing act—one that acknowl-
edges the organizational context, while bearing in mind the 
needs and perspectives of both patients and clinicians. When 
done well, the opportunities may be boundless.
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